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Cleaner, More Energy Efficient:
Trends in the Heat Treat Industry

ml

n advancing technology and

• high.er energy cos~s a.ppear to .be
, leading heat-treating compames

in the gear industry toward
cleaner, more energy-efficient processes.

These proces e may offer some relief to
heat treaters through cooler factories and

some relief to their companies through

reduced energy usage.
Also, the heat treat industry has long-

term goals for making heat treating clean-
er and more energy efficient.

An Advancing 'technology
An advancing technology among me

gear industry's heat treater is vacuum

carburizing and hardening, according to

Bob Cvetichan, manager of the heat treat !
department at Horsburgh & Scott Co, of !
Cleveland, OH. :

Cvetichan says he see an industry- i",I.

wide trend toward vacuwn carburizing
and hardening. In his opinion, the process

is becoming more popular because it's
cleaner than gas carburizing and harden-

ing. as weU as conventional through-

hardening.
In Cincinnati, OH,the president of

Cincinnati Steel Treating Co. agrees.
"It's cleaner," says Jerry Wolf.

"Vacuum furnaces are not hot. They're
cold on the outside."

Their coolness could make those fur-
naces easier to install ill a manufacturing

plant because the heat treat operation
wouldn't need to bea separate depart-
ment inthe plant,

Cveticban adds that the cleaner vacu-
um process would make for cleaner
workplaces, which could raise heat
treaters' moral e.

According to Wolf, vacuum carburiz-

ing and hardening appears to have ad van-

Joseph L IHazel,ton

rages over conventional carburizing and
hardening.

He says !:here's evidence that vacuum

carburizing and hardening deepens the
optimum carbon level in the case,
increasing the gear' load-carrying capac-

ity. He adds that the process-with high-

pressure gas quenching-appears to

reduce distortion ill gears and makes
remaining distortion more uniform. Also,

there's no intergranular oxidation on the
gear's surface.

Wol f cautions that the process may not
be readily adaptable for use in job shops,
but it can be used in high-volume produc-

tion where there are large loads of similar
gears.

Vacuum carburizing and hardening has
been around for a long time. But Wolf says

it had "a black eye" for a while because it
was expensive to install and maintain, and

it created soot, which got on every thing-
including gears being treated. Also, gas
quenching-which is currently used with

vacuum carburizing and bardening-
didn't quench parts fast enough, thereby
requiring the use of oil quenching.

WoLf says atmosphere carburizing and
hardening of gears is "here to Slay" as a
heat treat process. But, he adds that. vacu-
um carburizing and hardening will start
nibbling away at traditional carburizing

and hardening.
According to Wolf, people would look

at vacuum carburizing and hardening
more seriously today than they would've
one or two years ago. Still. he says con-
verting to the vacuum process wi \I be
slow because of high capital costs.

More Energy Ef6ci.ent
MallY heat treaters in the gear industry

are trying to make their operation more

energy efficient. Their efforts are in part a
response to high energy costs they faced
in 2000 and 2001.

Merit Gear Corp. of Antigo, W],

installed recuperative burners iii two of
its three heat treat furnaces to make them
more energy efficient. A recuperative
burner u 'e an integrated inner and outer
tube system to burn gas more efficiently.

"It's like having a high-efficiency fur-
nace in your house," says Don Clem ins.

manufacturing manager of Merit Gear.
Heal treaters appear to benefit from

the burners, too. Clemins explains the
burners create less exhaust gas, so the
furnaces give off less heat, making the
factories not as warm during the summer.

Merit Gear installed those burners
because j Is energy costs in 200 I went up

20% from its usual costs. The company
absorbed those higher costs.

The Gleason Works of Rochester, NY,
tried to reduce its energy usage by shut-

ting down aile of its three rotary hearth
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furnace , but the company had to fire it.
up later because of production demand,

Although a machine tool company,
Gleason Works heat treats materials for
its gear-manufacturing equipment.

In its heal treat operation, Gleason
Works' natural gas costs had increased
39% .. Dina Giordano, supervisor of heat
treatment and electroplating. says those
costs decreased significantly by the end
of 200J bUIhave fluctuated since then.

The company looked for other cost
savings by installing better thermal con-
trols on its atmosphere furnaces, a well
as installing therrnal modules to speed the
heat-up and cool-downprocesses ..getting
rid of some outdated heat treat equip-
ment, ami switching from generators that
use natural gas to a liquid nitro-
gen/methanol mixture. With the nitrogen
maintaining the furnaces' atmospheres.
the furnaces can be started quicker for
on-line use,

Horsburgh & Scott is also tweaking its
equipment to ave energy. Cvetichan says
segments have been ramped up, holding
times have been reduced and cycle
lengths have been changed. Also the
company is installing better seals all its
furnace lids to reduce heat loss.

Horsburgh & Scott saw its natural gas
costs go up, more than 100% in the first
quarter of 2001.

Cvetichan remembers that Horsburgh
& Scott's energy contract expired at a
very bad time-when energy costs were
out of this world. But, the company had
to have the natural gas, so il. had to. nego-
tiate a new contract-no. matter the costs.

Since then, Horsburgh & Scott's nate-
ral gas costs have gone down 67%. But,
the company got caught in another con-
tract. It had to negotiate a new contract
before natural gas returned to its previous
prices.

Wolf says Cincinnati Steel Treating i
always looking for better burners and
insulation. but efforts to improve energy
efficiency are incremental. For example,
the company upgraded its radiant tube
burners to recuperative units several
years ago. He adds that there's no new
super-efficient. heat-treatmg equipment
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on the market.
Cincinnati Steel Treating saw its nat-

ural gas costs jump 60% in August 2000,
when its contract expired and it had to
negotiate a new one.

"We had escaped the big bullet." Wolf
says. During the 1999-2000 winter, ener-
gy prices were higher,

"We didn't get hun as bad as some
heat treaters did." Wolf says.

Still, the company raised its prices.
Wolf says the raises were the company's
first in four years, that the higher energy
costs were the straw that broke the
camel's back.

Cincinnati Steel Treating negotiated a
new contract, locking in energy prices
that looked good-at the time. Energy
prices later dropped and are now lower
than Cincinnati Steel Treating's locked-in
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prices.
Wolf says that's the gamble that you

take in today's volatile energy market.
Industry Goals

Many heat treaters took steps to
reduce their energy usage in the short
term. Their industry has goals for dealing
with energy usage in the long tenn. The
goals also deal with environmental
impact.

In 1999, a research and development
plan was issued by the ASM Heat
Treating Society, an affiliate organization
of ASM International. The plan was sup-
posed to be a starting point for imple-
menting the heat treat industry's "Vision
2020" goals.

Based on industry needs, "Vision
2020" was a view of the ideal future, with
the following goals: use 80% less energy,
improve insulation, eliminate emissions,
reduce production costs by 75%, increase
furnace life tenfold, reduce furnace prices
by 50%, get rid of distortion-thereby
maximizing uniformity-in heat-treated
parts, get a 25% annual rate of retum all
investments in capital equipment, and cre-
ate 10-year partnerships with customers,

In early 2001, the heat treat indu stry
was facing higher energy costs. In
February 2001, Roger 1. Fabian, the heat
treat society's president, wrote to the
industry that higher natural gas and elec-
tricity costs again stressed the importance
to the industry of achieving the "Vision
2020" goals.

To work toward those goals, the soci-
ety was picked by the U.S. Energy
Department to coordinate development
and communication of the industry's
research and development plan. To man-
age the research and development pro-
grams and projects. a number of industri-
al companies created an independent
organization, the Center for Heat
Treating Excellence, located in
Worcester, MA.

Fabian wrote: "Only through the com-
mitment of the entire heat treating com-
munity can we keep our industry compet-
itive in an unpredictable economy." 0
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FOR IMORE INfORMATIONI

• ASM Intemationall/ASMI Heat
Treating Society
9639 Kinsman Road
Matefiials P'ark. OH44013-OOO~
Telephone: (440) 338-51'51
fax: (440) 338-453-4

• Center for H'eat Trealing IExceUence
Worces.er PoMechnic Institutel
100 IlnstiMe IRoad
Worcester, IMAIO~609-2280
Tellephone: (508) 831-599'2
Fax: 150811831-5993

• ICincinnati Steel Treating &0'..
51011MaJiemont .Av,e.
Ciincinna.ti, OH 45221'
Telephone: (5113) 2111-3113,
Far. '(513),211-35,10
E-mali·I:.cst@steeltreating.com

• The Gleasol] Works
1000 University Ave.
Rochester, NY 14601-1282
Tel'ephone: (11i61473-1iOOOI
Fax: (7116,)461-4348
E-mail: sales@gleason~com

• The Horsburgh & Scott Co.
15114Hamilton A.ve.
C·I'eveland, OH 44114
Telephone: (216~43,11-39001
fax: (216) 432-5850
E-mail: gears@horsburgh-scQ.tt.com

'. M'erit IGear Corp'.
P.o...Box 486
:8101 Hudson St.
Antigo, •.Wl !544U9-0486,
Telephone: (800)156-3148
Fax: 11151623-.2290
E-maill: .inlo@meritgear.com
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cIaa9t capabIIlJo IncIudq tInIIa eIIInri.
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